Research Administration Forum

August 13, 2020
FY2020 Research Counts

- FY2020 Proposals: 5,900 requesting $4,257,001,878
- FY2020 Awards: 6,730 award transactions $1,426,986,822
- FY2020 Expenditures: $1,104,185,397
Reminders

• PI and Other Key Personnel leaves of absence, sabbaticals and other leaves require sponsor notification and/or prior approval

• Collaborations with investigators outside of the US may require reporting and/or prior approval
Agenda

• **Welcome & Announcements** – *Marcia Smith*
  ◦ FY2020 Highlights
  ◦ PI and Other Key Personnel Leaves of Absence, Sabbaticals and Other Leaves Require Sponsor Notification and/or Prior Approval

• **OHRPP Updates** – *Moore Rhys*

• **EFM Closing Funds Expired in August 2018 or Prior, UCPath Funding Roll Over and Fund End Date, Fiscal Year Journal Correction Related to UCPath Issues, Thresholds for Revised COP and PI’s Re-certification** – *Yoon Lee, Andrew Merki, Monida Hean*

• Questions and Discussion